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In 1994, the complex of 10 neutron spectrometers at the IBR-2 reactor permitted almost
complete execution of the year ' s program for scientific research, in spite of à reduced (by
approximately two times) reactor operation time due to the scheduled replacement of the IBR-2

movable refl ector. À number of new results were obtained in al l four of the FLNP research
directions: investigations of crystal structures (neutron diffraction), macro-inhomogeneities in à
medium (small-angle neutron scattering), micro-magnetic properties of matter (polarized neutron

optics), and the dynamics of atoms (inelastic neutron scattering).
Qiffrag5gn. As in recent years, considerable attention was paid to HTSC materials. À

method of isotopic contrast was used in HTSC structural investigations. Studies of the structure
of the Y 123 system were continued and reliable data on the distribution of cations in the
structure and the infl uence of copper substitution on fine details of the structural organization of
the system were obtained. The experiments were performed with pure Y 123 (together with IC
RAS, Moscow), with Y 123-Cu/ Fe (together with ÜÜÂ, Saclay), and with Y 123-Cu/Zn, Y 123-
~~Ca/Zn (together with RRC KI, Moscow). Figure 1 shows how the intensities of ÿî ò å
diffraction peaks change following the substitution of Cu by Cu in Y 123-Cu/Zn.

Investigations of the Y 124 compound were carried out where the doping with 10% Ñà
led to an increase in Ò, of about 10 Ê. Òî increase contrast à Ñà isotope was used whose
scattering length is markedly different from the scattering lengths of Y and Ba. The experiment
was conducted with the HRFD diffractometer in the temperature interval from 8 to 300 Ê.
Structural anomaly at about 150 Ê was experimentally confirmed on the microscopic level . It
was also demonstrated that Ca replaced Y with à probability of almost 100%.

For several years investigations of structure modulation and its relationship to the
superconducting properties in different bismuth superconductors have been carried out on the
DN-2 diffractometer (together with IP, Prague). At present, the results of these investigations are
considered as the most complete and reliable. These results permit one to understand the
mechanism of building extra oxygen into the structure and the formation of Â1,0 ,+, ññû ï ÿ. Òî
systematize the obtained results the investigations were continued with the Â4.ä Çã~ s7CuO<+>
and Â4.psSri .s4Lao.4iCuOg+y compounds, and modulation vectors and coordinates of all atoms
were determined.

The traditional DN-2 direction is the investigation (together with IC RAS) of the
structure of superionic crystals with hydrogen bonds (superprotonics) discovered in the early
1980's. New types and families of superprotonics are constantly appearing, which demand the

use of neutron diffraction to determine the positions of light atoms. In the reported year, two
types of crystals, Ñÿ~(Ì Í 4)ç($04)4 and Ñÿ~Í ç(Áå0Ë)4, were investigated. À series of
BaCei Ó,Î ç „ó~ compounds was also investigated with DN-2 to obtain information about the

mechanism of ionic conductivity recently discovered in this system. Reliable data were obtained
on à high concentration of oxygen vacancies, which lead to the appearance of ionic conductivity
upon doping BaCeO~ with three-valent cations.
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Fig.1. Part of diffraction spectrum of two samples of Y Baz(Cuz qZ np ä) Î ~».„ , containing à
natural mixture of copper isotopes and the ~~Ñè isotope. T he spectra were measured with H RFD .

Regular physical experiments on neutron diffraction at pressures up to 10 GPa and
scattering at pressures up to 4 GPa were started on the DN-12 spectrometer constructed by
FLNP together with RRC KI. To create the required pressures à technique of diamond and
sapphire anvils was used. Though the physicists had à comparatively short time at their disposal
for such experiments, à large ÷î 1øï å of information was obtained on the ori entational phase
transition in hematite, on the structure and spectrum of vibrations in NH4C1, and on structure
change in the Hg-1212 (Í äÂà~ÑàÑè~Î ~+,) high temperature superconductor. In NH4CI à
decrease in the molecularity of the NH4 þ ï following an increase in pressure was observed.
This was demonstrated as à displacement of Í towards Cl along an internal diagonal of the cube
and à nearly l inear increase in the frequency of the three observed vibrational modes: transverse
optical , longitudinal acoustic, and librational (Fig. 2). In Hg-1212 the structure and partial
compressibilities of lattice parameters and inter-atomic and inter-layer distances were determined
for pressures up to 3.6 GPa (Fig. 3). At normal pressures the compound structure was in good
agreement with known data, and at increased pressures à model of à structure with bridge
oxygen disordered along diagonals in the (à,b) plane was in markedly better agreement with the
measured and calculated diffraction spectra. The largest compressibility coefficient (0.025 GPa ' )

was found for the distance between the Ba and oxygen layers which couple copper and hydrogen
atoms. This investigation was performed in cooperation with the RRC Kurchatov Institute,
Moscow State University, and the Laboratory of Crystallography in Grenoble.
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Fig.2. T he pressure dependence of the characteristic energies of the librational (L ibr) , transverse

optical (ÒÎ ) , and longitudinal acoustic (LA ) vibrational modes of N H 4C1 as measured with the D N -12

spectrometer.

F ig .3 . R e la t i v e c h a n g es ø t h e la t t i c e p a r a m et e r s o f H g B a z C a C u z O g g , f o l l o w i n g a n i n c rease i n

p r essu r e . T h e m ea su r em en t s w er e p e r f o r m ed w i t h t h e D N - 12 d i f f r ac t o m et e r ( I B R - 2 , D u b n a ) a n d t h e

S E P D d i f f r ac t o m et e r ( A N L , A rg o n n e ) . F o r D N - 12 t w o set s o f p o i n t s o b t a i n ed b y d i f f e r e n t m et h o d s o f

p r o c ess i n g ex p e r i m en t a l sp ec t r a a r e s h o w n .
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Routine experiments to investigate texture formation processes in rocks continued on the
NSVR dif fractometer. Nine samples of quartzite, amphibolite, deformed calcite and tel lutite were
investigated in 1994. An essential infl uence of the phase transition in calcite on the texture
transformation was discovered. In addition to experimental investigations, à large amount of
work to optimize the process of measuring pole figures and improve procedures of data
extraction from the measured diffraction spectra was carried out Úó the texture analysis group.

The SNIM -2 spectrometer is à unique facil i ty providing à means for investigating the
properties of crystals in strong pulsed magnetic f ields (up to 150 kOe in the pulse). SNIM -2 is

mainly used as à dif f ractometer, but an SNIM -2 operation mode with an energy analysis of
scattered neutrons is also possible. Synchronization of magnetic f ield pulses with reactor power
pulses permits carrying out effective investigations of the kinetics of transitional processes -

first order magnetic phase transitions. The time resolution of the spectrometer can achieve à
value of 4 psec. The experimental data obtained with the SNIM -2 spectrometer are very dif f icult
to interpret. Recently , however, we managed to can y out à series of experiments which provided
the theoreticians with interesting results. In particular, detai led information was obtained about à
spin-fl ip transition in anti ferromagnetics with à rhombohedral structure, namely , the dynamic
magnetic phase diagram of à -FeqOq and Ñã20 ç in à strong magnetic f ield was investigated. À
series of unusual phenomena which do not f it the generally accepted mechanism of phase
reconstructions were observed, including in particular, the presence of à l imit hysteresi s loop,
and the smallness of the velocity of äî ò à1ï wall movements near the critical f ield value which
cause à delay in the process of magnetization rotation. Investigations of the AF-ordering induced

by an external magnetic f ield in HoFeO3 were completed. The temperature dependence of the
AF susceptibil ity for à subsystem of Í î + ions was determined. Interaction constants were

determined in the investigation of "weak" antiferromagneti sm in YFeOq and Í î ÐåÎ ç .

Sm~ll -annie neut r on scat ter ing. On the YUM O spectrometer à diverse program for
investigating the structure of macro-inhomogeneities in à medium by small -angle neutron

scattering was carried out.
One of the' fundamental problems, whose solution is à matter of great interest in

molecular biology, is the determination of the ribosome structure and its subparticles. The
combined use of neutron scattering, Õ-rays, and synchrotron radiation is one of the most
prospective methods for the solution of this problem. Experiments for studying the 50S
subparticle of the Å.coli M RE600 ribosome were conducted at the DESY synchrotron (FRG), at
the reactor of Riso (Denmark), and at the IBR-2 reactor (Russia) (Fig. 4). The data were
processed using à method of spherical harmonics which al lowed à model of the structure to Úå

derived with à resolution of about 40 À.
The SANS method was also used to determine the structure parameters of l ipid

membranes (the thickness and location of à deuterium label). The measurements were carried
out with à DPPC compound in à ÐÌ $0 Ì à(åã mixture. The use of à special method for
preparing l ipid vesicles with the help of an extruder permitted obtaining à homogeneous mixture
of particles with à radius of about 800 À and à prolonged linear part of the Guineir-curve. This

provided the possibi l ity of determining the parameters of the membrane with good accuracy. In
addition, data on the dependence of the radius of gyration of membrane vesicles on the DM SO

concentration in the water solution were obtained.
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Fig.4. T he dependence of the intensity , I , of the small-angle scattering of neutrons on the 50S
subparticle of the Å .Col i M RE600 ribosome on the Q (À ~) momentum transfer as measured with the

Y U M O spectrometer.

Work to study structures of tilacoid membrane chloroplasts participating in
photosynthesis in plant cells was initiated in cooperation with MSU. The first small angle
scattering curves were obtained and à number of structure parameters were estimated.

In à j oint experiment with physicists of the Bayreuth University, FRG, the volume
occupied by à water molecule in à microscopic size drop was determined by the SANS method
for the first time. This volume appeared to be unexpectedly large (45 À~ instead of 30 A~).

The first measurements of self-organizing systems were carried out. These included
investigation of the infl uence of à charge on the self-organization of à micellar system. This
infl uence is demonstrated as à change in the shape of à micelle from cylindrical to spherical.
The first results on the infl uence of pressures on self-organizing systems were also obtained.

Fig.5. Changes in t ime of size distributions of Portland cement part icles from 33 hours to 620

days following the moment of hydration. T he data were obtained with the Y U M O spectrometer.
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Under the auspices of the FLNP and German institutes j oint program for investigating
materials having practical importance, à large volume of information on the processes of
Portland cement sol idif ication was obtained with the YUM O spectrometer. The SANS method
permits one to trace the size distributions of particles formed in the process of cement
solidif ication to à comparatively large depth (up to several mm). Figure 5 shows how these
distributions change in time beginning from several hours to two years following the moment of

hydration for one of the samples of industrial cement.
Investigations of some new surf ace-active substances (surfactants) were completed and

information about the structure of their micellar aggregates was obtained. Work to study the
effect of salts on the structure of non-ionogenic surfactant aggregates started in cooperation with
the Kiev University (Kiev, the Ukraine)) and the Riso National Laboratory (Riso, Denmark).

Neut r on ontics with nolar ized neutr ons. Investigations with polarized neutrons were
carried out on the SPN- 1 spectrometer which can be operated in two modes: depolarization and
refl ectometry. In the f irst case the depolarization of à primary polar ized neutron beam
transmitted through à sample is measured. In the second case, the intensity of neutrons refl ected

from the surf ace of à sample at smal l incidence angles is measured.
Systematic research of neutron depolarization in HTSC near the phase transition point in

à wide range of external magnetic f ields revealed previously unobserved anomalies revealing

new properties of the mixed state of superconductors.
Investigations by à depolarization method were carried out with à L i-Zn-Ti-Fe, ferrite, à

magnetite-based magnetic l iquid, and à Y - 123 superconductor . Indications of the existence of
subregions with an induced magnetic moment were obtained. The Í -Ò phase diagram of the
behavior of à system of Abrikosov vortices near Ò, was obtained for Y - 123.

The f irst experiments to observe the effect of the Berri geometrical phase on the
transmission of polarized neutrons through à medium with à coll inear magnetic f ield were

performed.
On the SPN- 1 the refl ectometry method has been used for several years in j oint ILL

(Grenoble) investigations on the analysis of magnetic interactions in multi -layer superthin f i lms.

In the reported year the Pd/Ñî /Pd and W/Fe/W magnetic f i lms were investigated. The main
attention was given to obtaining information about the value of the magnetic moments of Ñî and
Fe atoms. So, for the magnetic moment of Fe with à layer thickness of only á À at 300 Ê the
value of ó=1.80 pu was obtained. This value is in good agreement with theoretical predictions,
allowing for à partial suppression of the Fe moment in à W matrix.

Neutron refl ectometry was also used to analyze new materials on the basis of thin f i lms
alternating with layers of selectively deuterated polysterensulfonate and polyalamine. To obtain
multilayer structures à method of successive absorption recently developed at the M einz
University (FRG) was used. In the SPN- 1 experiments the assumed organization structure of the

films was conf irmed and the values of the main repetitiveness periods were obtained.
I nelastic scatter ing of neutr ons. Inelastic scatteri ng of neutrons, used to investigate

the dynamics of atoms and their magnetic moments, is studied with three spectrometers at IBR-
2: ÕÅÊÀ -PR and KDSOG-Ì operating in the inverted geometry regime, and DIN-2PI in the

direct geometry ãåð ø å.
With the NERA -PR spectrometer, information about molecular dynamics and phase

transitions in the Ê ~, (ÕÍ 4), ÁÑÕ, NH4HSO4, (NH4)zH(SO4)q compounds was obtained for
temperatures from 100 to 300 Ê and pressures up to 400 M Pa. The ordering processes of NH4+
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ions were observed and interpreted. In crystals of the camphor family (Ñù Í û Î ) whose
molecules have à near ly spherical form, phase transitions from the orientational disorder state at
ãî ñò temperature to the complete order state at Ò ( 200 Ê were discovered. À large cycle of
investigations with amino acid crystals was also conducted. Data on the main vibrational modes
of Ü-leucine and Ü- and DL -valine were obtained.

À series of investigations of the contribution of hybridization to the crystal f ield in
ReCuzSiz (Re - ãàãå earth) compounds were completed. Systematic studies of spin dynamics in

the transition from à state with heavy fermions to à state with variable valency in Ce> ÄYL a, À1~
compounds were carried out. The obtained results are evidence of the existence of à specif ic è-f

interaction in such systems and can be interpreted only in the frame of à hybridization model.
The phonon density of states in the LazCu0 4.> superconductor was investigated. Indications of
the nonphonon origin of the excessive density of 1î þ 4 ãåñ1èåï ñó excitations were obtained. Work
continued on the investigation of the interaction of hydrogen with p-elements in solid solutions
of transitional metals. Data were obtained for the Ta-V-N-Í , V-Î -Í , and Fe-# i H systems. An
unusual behavior of hydrogen in the V-Î -Í system was observed.

Investigations of excitation spectra of l iquid Í å continued on DIN-2PI . Data on the

three previously observed types of excitation whose demonstrations differed in dependence on
temperature and wave vector were ref ined. Additional information was obtained about two
characteristic regions of spectrum reconstruction: the temperature region - near the superfl uid
transition point, and the wave vector region - in the interval 0.5-0.65 A " fol lowing the transition

from phonons to maxons. Investigations of l iquid metals continued. In l iquid potassium,
collective excitation modes were observed up to k=1.25 À ' . Investigations began of ionic and

hydrophobic eff ects in liquid solutions. The f irst results were obtained for CsC1 and (CHz)4NC1
solutions. Detailed data on the infl uence of nitrogen on the lattice dynamics of austenite al loys
were also obtained.

1 . 1 .2 . M E T H O D O L O G I C A L W O R K

In the course of the reported year methodological work on the development and
upgrading of equipment for all diffractometers was carried out.

For the HRFD, the new Li-detector at the scattering angle of 90' was manufactured,

assembled, and tuned. This detector will provide considerably better conditions for internal stress
measurements than the 152' detector and will allow us to start experiments at high pressures

with à gas cell for up to 15 kbar.
The DN-2 possibilities for conducting real time experiments were increased: 8 spectra for

different scattering angles can be simultaneously measured. À two-dimensional multi-wire
detector with à position resolution of 3 mm in both coordinates was prepared for operation.

At the DN-12, the second ring of 1î counters was prepared for operation. This ring will

reduce the typical experimental time by 2 times.
For the NSVR, à "HUBER" automatic multi-axis goniometer was purchased and made

ready to operate. This goniometer will permit us to start experiments for analyzing the
relationship between the texture and internal stresses in industrial products and minerals.

On SNIM-2, work continued to put into operation à generator of rectangular pulses

which would make the staging of experiments easier and clarify the interpretation of the
performed investigations of transitional processes in magnetic crystals.



À complex for measuring internal mechanical stresses in industrial
products and samples by the non-destructive method of neutron

diffraction is being built for the HRFD Fourier diffractometer.
Î .D.Bokuchava is adjusting the new 90' -scattering neutron detector.

S.À.Kutuzov (left) and À.1.Beskrovnyi arc preparing the
two-dimensional detector and helium refrigerator to
begin measurements with the DN-2 diffractometer.
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× .Ð.Glazkov and B.N.~avenko arc tuning à high
pressure cell with à sample on the DN-12 diffractometer.

Î .À . V a r c n i k i s' ad j u st i n g à p u l sed m ag n et 1o r t h e SN I M - 2 d i f f r ac to m c t e r .
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Ê .W al ther and N .N .I sak o v are pr ep ar i ng the

H RN S d i f f r acto m eter to star t ex per i m ents.

J.Heinitz and Ê.Walther are tuning the program for the new
multi-axis goniometer, à product of the HUBER firm, to be
used for measuring internal stresses in geomaterials,
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ÀË.Kuklin is installing à cassette for changing samples
Úó remote-control on the YuMO spectrometer.

1.Natkaniec, L.S.Smirnov and $Ë.Bragin are preparing experimental
eauipment for measurements with the ÕÅÊÀ-PR spectrometer.
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À.× .Petrenko is checking the precision î Ã sample
positioning at the SPN-1 spectrometer.

~~~~~~

D .× .L ezhnev i s assembl ing à cryostat at the REFL EX - 1 faci l i ty .
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For the Y UM O spectrometer , à resi sti ve anode-based r ing PSD w as manuf actured and

tuned ,

The new background chopper was installed at KDSOG-Ì . This provided à several times
increase in the effect to background ratio.

The new cryostat with à superconducting solenoid for the temperature range from 1.5 to
300 Ê and à furnace were prepared to operate with the SPN-1 spectrometer.

At the REFLEX spectrometer for refl ectometry experiments with both polarized and
unpolarized beams of neutrons, the biologic@ shielding and the assembly and adjustment of the
main spectrometer block - the optical system - were completed. Its start-up is scheduled for the

next year.
In the reported year, one of the important events was the test of the cryogenic methane

moderator mounted on the side of channels N 4, 5 and á at the IBR-2 reactor (the YUMO,
HRFD, DN-2, and SNIM-2 instruments). The most interesting results from the viewpoint of
diffraction experiments were obtained with the DN-2 in investigating the kinetics of fast
transitional processes studied in real time. À considerable increase in the cold neutron fl ux (by
about 20 times for Õ = 8 À) permitted measuring diffraction spectra with good statistics for d >
2 À during à time of about 1 min. The diffractometer's time-of-fl ight resolution of ËÈ = 5 10 ~

over this region and à small number of diffraction peaks provide à means for reliable
identification of crystal phases arising and vanishing in the process of the investigated reaction.

1 .1 .3 . T H E O R Y

Hi~h-t emper at ur e sunerconductivity. The discovery of high-Ò, superconductivity
stimulated à great number of theoretical works on this problem. The antiferromagnetic order
observed in CuOz planes at small carrier concentrations indicates that the magnetic subsystem is
of great importance to the formation of the superconducting state. Structural phase transitions, as
well as à number of other experiments, give evidence of the important role of electron-phonon
interactions. The reports concerning the direct observation of polarons in the dielectric phase
upon carrier doping and small , but non-zero isotope effects lead to the same conclusion. It was
shown that formation of à polaron in the 2D ñàçå within the model of local electron-phonon
interaction is accompanied by the formation of à barrier attributed to à finite electronic
bandwidth (lattice discreteness).

Yet, lattice discreteness has ï î infl uence on the qualitative picture of the formation of the
çå1È î ñà1û åä state in 1D and 3D cases. The medium-size polarons are supposed to be formed in
high-Ò, superconductors.

The problem of the role of magnetic fl uctuations on the appearance of the
superconducting state in high-Ò, superconductors has been discussed. In order to understand
properly the microscopic nature of the superconducting state, experimental investigation of spin
dynamics in the CuOz planes seems to be of great importance. In particular, the results of
inelastic neutron scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments are of
significance. The results of inelastic neutron scattering experiments on crystal f ield (CF)
excitations in Tm substituted YBaCuO were analyzed and discussed in connection with the
NMR results on Y, Cu and Î . It was shown that in the insulating state, the main 89 áÇ è

contribution to the line broadening of the 4f transitions of Tm ions arises from the magnetic
subsystem of Cu ions. The temperature dependence of the linewidth was described in terms of
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l inear spin-wave theory with à rather weak interaction of 4f levels with the magnetic moments in

the ÑèÎ í planes. On the î ë åã hand, in superconducting compounds, due to the small coherence
length of AF fl uctuation, the direct contribution of AF fl uctuations to the broadening of
transitions is small . The temperature dependence of the l inewidth i s determined by the
temperature dependence of the uniform static susceptibi li ty.

M id-infrared spectra have been obtained by exact calculations of the optical conductivity,

a(m), of à f inite size Holstein model . a(m) shows à number of peaks corresponding to the bound
states of polarons with dif ferent numbers of phonons. It was found that for intermediate
coupling, the î (à ) peak is strongly asymmetric. The optical conductivity of the 2-site model in

the presence of two electrons was studied. Numerical results show à shift of the î (â ) peak to
the low energy region with an increasing Hubbard U for strong electron-phonon interaction (Åð

> U) whereas the peak moves to the high energy region for U > Åð. À new peak in the high
energy region starts to develop at large U limit in the presence of phonons. The signif icance of
these calculations for experimental observations of the mid-infrared spectra of high-Ò, cuprates

was discussed.
Neutr on ref lect ion. Studies of various kinds of multi layers have important practical

applications in the construction of ï ø òî ã walls for neutron guides. To increase the refl ection
coeff icient from multi layer mirrors it is necessary to choose both layer materials and layer
thicknesses properly. Recently, numerical calculations of the refl ection of à plane wave from an
equidistant set of delta-function potentials with two dif ferent strengths, u and v, which are the

model parameters characterizing two sorts of materials, were performed. The sequence of
potentials was chosen to form the so-called Fibonacci words. A s the result of introducing

disorder of à quasicrystal sort into the sequence of the neutron ï ø òî ã material , the ful l refl ection
region may shift both into the small k-th and into the opposite values of momentum k .

Statist ical mechanics. À lattice model having an exact solution in al l dimensions was
completely investigated. Partition functions of the model have been cd culated Úó the Kirchhoff
theorem. Universal behaviour of the thermodynamic functions were found in the l imit of dense
packing. À matrix procedure was developed for calculation of the correlation functions. The
average number of atoms with given valences has been computed for the whole density range of

polymers.
An exact enumeration of self-avoiding loops in à set of f inite simple square lattices was

performed. The partit ion function zeroes distribution was shown to be oval-l ike, in contrast to

two intersecting circles, as in the case of the Ising model . An analysis of the partition function
zeroes distribution showed the closeness of the critical point of the model to the ferromagnetic
one of the Ising model .

Quantum mechanics. I t is known that quantum systems with time-periodic hami ltonians
have âî ë å general properties, depending on the fact that the hamiltonian is hermitian and time-

periodic, but which do not depend on the details of the hamiltonian structure. An investigation
of the general properties of quantum systems with time-periodic hami ltonians was continued.

The scattering theory was constructed, the kinetic equation was introduced and the quasienergy
spectrum transmutation was investigated.
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In the reported period, programs for investigations in the FLNP traditional research
directions: experimental investigations of the fundamental properties of the neutron, studies of
the processes of Ð-parity violation in different nuclear reactions induced by neutrons,
investigations of high excited states of nuclei in reactions with resonance neutrons, etc., were
continued.

The main part of these investigations were carried out on the neutron beams of the IBR-
30 booster and the IBR-2 reactor. À number of works, however, were conducted in collaboration
with nuclear centers of Russia, the Ukraine, Germany, Belgium, the USA, and China at the
neutron sources of these centers.

Electromagnetic nroper ties of the neutron. The n-e scattering amplitude is the critical

parameter in determining the mean square charge radius of the neutron. The existing spread of
experimental values leads to different sign assignments for this quantity.

The processing was completed of the data obtained in high precision measurements of
total cross sections and scattering amplitudes with ' ' Pb and Bi samples which were 206,207,208

carried out by à Dubna-Garching-Riga collaboration. The n-e scattering length of
bÄ, = (-1.32Þ .Î Ç) 10 ~ fm as earlier measured in Garching was confirmed, which led to the

conclusion that the sign of the mean square charge radius of the neutron was positive, ø
contradiction with the standard theory. À new value for the coefficient of the electric
polarizability of the neutron, è, = (0.0+0.5) 10 fm, was also obtained. The planned experiment
to investigate the scattering of slow neutrons on noble gases to prove the possibility of
measuring the n-e scattering amplitude with an accuracy better than 5% by using the time-of-
fl ight technique at the IBR-30 and ?ÂÊ-2 facilities was modeled.

In the frame of the program for studying the electromagnetic properties of the neutron,
measurements of the total neutron cross section of ÐÚ for three energy intervals were 208

conducted to determine the polarizability of the neutron using resonance fi lters on the 70 m
fl ight path of the IBR-30. The obtained results are being processed.

In cooperation with INI AS of the Ukraine, à measuring procedure was tested and à
preliminary result was obtained on the value of the total cross section of Pb for quasi- 208

monochromatic neutrons with the energy of - 24 keV, obtained with Fe+Al+S filters at the
VVR-Ì stationary reactor. In 1995, continued measurements with î ë åã filters will permit us to
increase the accuracy of à, coefficient determination.

The situation regarding experimental determination of the considered fundamental
electromagnetic characteristics of the neutron remained rather uncertain. Hence, new methods
and additional measurements are necessary, the preparation of which is actively being pursued in
FLNP.

Par i tv violati on in neutr on r eact ions. The analysis was f ini shed of S-parity violation
effects in 25 ð-wave neutron resonances measured with the Cd enriched i sotopic target by à | |ç

FLNP (Dubna, Russia), LANL (Los-A lamos, USA ) and IRM M (Geel , Belgium) collaboration.

The resonance averaged value of the matrix element of weak interaction for nuclei with the
mean atomic weight Ì ( ' Cd)=2.0 ' ," , was determined (f ig.á). For the f irst time, the
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dominance of the mechanism of compound-compound parity mixing was experimentally
confirmed, and the first step towards investigating the mass dependence of Ì was also made,
which is most important for theory.
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Fig.á . T he credibility function, L ( M ) , in dependence on the Ì matrix element of weak
interaction for the ~~~Cd target nucleus.

The new technique for measuring P-odd correlations with polarized thermal neutrons in

reactions with the emission of charged particles was elaborated in cooperation with à PINP
(Gatchina) group. The corresponding instrument for measuring P-odd correlation in the
~îB(n, à ) L i — +ó reaction with y-registration was constructed and tested in à beam of polarized
neutrons with à fl ux of 10 n/s. For the f inal tuning of the equipment and conducting the main 9

measurements à fl ux of 10 n /sec is necessary, which is expected from the VVR-Ì reactor of ~î

PINP in 1995.
Neutr on r adioact ive cantur e. M easurements of radioactive neutron capture provide

valuable information about the structure and properties of the decay of excited states. During the
past several years FLNP has col lected à large volume of (n,2ó) reaction data for 18 spherical
and deformed nuclei f rom Ba to A u which was used in à comparative analysi s of the 1 3 7 1 9 8

probabil ity of excitation and decay of intermediate levels at neutron energies close to the neutron
binding energy. It was shown that the observed experimental dependences were dif f icult to
describe in the frame of general ly accepted models of radioactive transition widths and energy
dependencies of excitation level densities. This should stimulate further experimental and

theoretical research in the given direction.
With the ROM A SHKA multi-detector faci l ity measurements of gamma-quanta

multipl icities and the determination of the parameters of neutron resonances: spins, radioactive
widths and neutron strength functions, and mean gamma-ray multipl icity, in separate resonances
of the ' ~~Í Ã, ' ~~Í Å, " Sn, ' In, ' In isotopes over the energy interval from 0.015 to 1.5 keV

were conducted. The importance of these measurements was determined by the incomplete data
on spins and radioactive widths and à practical lack of information about the gamma-spectra of

neutron resonances of the mentioned nuclei . The radioactive neutron capture cross section of the
Hf , Sn, and In, i sotopes in the resonance neutron energy range is interesting from the point of
view of understanding the process of nucleosynthesis. At the same time, these investigations
have certain appl ied importance. Çî 1ï å of the above mentioned i sotopes are used in reactor
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building, where new and more exact and reliable data are now necessary in connection with the
increasing precision of nuclear reactor calculations. À detailed study of the resonance parameters
of , å.g., hafnium nuclei , is necessary for the determination of different reactor parameters, such
as resonance integrals and Doppler reactivity coefficients. Data on the spectra of capture y-rays
are important for shielding calculations.

Reactions with the emission of charged nar ticles. Investigations of the (ï ,à) and (n,ð)
reactions on slow neutrons were continued. Data processing on the N(n,ð) Ñ reaction was 14 14

completed and the results were published. Cross section measurements of the ~~Ñ1(ï ,ð)~~S,
~~Ñl(ï ,ð)~ S, Cl(n,à) Ð reactions on thermal neutrons were begun. Measurements of the
~~ß(ï ,ó)~~3 reaction, being of great importance to astrophysics, were carried out at the energy of

25 keV in collaboration with Karlsruhe.
In the field of investigations with fast neutrons, data processing on angular distributions

and cross sections of the Ni(n,à) Fe reaction at 5.1 MeV was completed in collaboration
with the Beij ing and Tsinghua Universities (Beij ing). The Zn(n,à) Ni reaction was measured
for the neutron energies of 5 and 6.5 MeV. Data processing is being performed now. Work to
systematize (ï ,à) and (ï ,ð) reaction cross sections in the neutron energy interval from 2 to 16
MeV for the wide range of atomic weights À=19-197 was carried out. The dependence of cross
sections on the (N-Z)/À parameter was obtained.

The first phase of the experiment to measure the energy dependence of the angular
anisotropy of fragment emission following the fission of aligned U nuclei induced by
resonance neutrons was completed (fig.7). Although the statistics were low, the interference of
s-resonances with different spins, predicted earlier by FLNP, was discovered. For qualitative
analysis of the discovered effects, however, an essential increase in the statistics, as well as à
ï øï Üåã of technique and equipment improvements, in particular à replacement of the cryostat by
an updated one, are necessary.

~~~~~~~~

~î ~î î

E N E R G Y ( e V

Fig.7. T he energy dependence of the A z coefficient of the angular anisotropy of fragment
emissions in the fission of aligned ~~~0 nuclei induced by resonance neutrons. T he solid line is the result

of the calculation without consideration of the interference of compound states with different spins.
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1 .2 .2 . M E T H O D O L O G I C A L D E V E L O P M E N T S

In 1994 construction of the UGRA facility for precision measurements of the angular
distribution of resonance neutrons was continued. The large volume of work done allows us to
schedule the on-beam assembly of the facility at IBR-30 for the first half of 1995.

The construction of the test prototype of the high density ultracold neutron source on the
basis of the BIGR reactor (Arzamas-16) was completed (the ISPIN proj ect). Full-scale tests of
the facility were carried out. Transportation of the facility and assembly in Arzamas-16 are

scheduled for the first half of 1995.
The modernization of the ÊÎ ×ÈÍ facility for measuring the È å-time of the neutron by

the method of UCN storage was completed in collaboration with PINP (Gatchina). The new
UCN trap with movable èÌ åÿ and à new cryogenic system were constructed, and the system for
oxygen spraying was modernized. Measurements will begin at the UCN source of ILL
(Grenoble) in the first half of 1995.

The new, more perfect cryostat for experiments studying the dependence of fission
fragment emissions following the interaction of neutrons with aligned nuclei was installed on
beam 5 of the IBR-30 booster. Its in-beam adjustment is in process now. The temperature of the
sample surface in the beam is estimated to be - 0.15 Ê. First experiments with the new cryostat

will be carried out at the beginning of 1995.
The ISOMER instrument for measuring delayed neutron yields and, additionally, for

measuring prompt neutrons of isomeric fission had underwent radical improvements on beam 11
of the 1ÂÊ.-2 reactor (fig.8). The facility tests with U and U nuclei were conducted.

Fig. 8 . Schematic of the IZ O M ER setup: 1 - reactor core, 2 ,3 - collimators, 4 - mirror neutron

guide, 5 - chopper, 6 - moderator, 7 - neutron counters, 8 - Cd cylinder, 9 - sample.

Experiments to measure f ission spectra of neptunium and coincidences with prompt
f ission gamma-quanta over the resonance neutron energy range from 3 to 500 eV were carried
out with the new ionization f ission chamber containing 1.5 g of high purity Np (the portion of ãç~

uranium and plutonium nuclei is - 10 ). The measurements were carried out with the aim of

studying gamma-quanta yield fl uctuations in separate resonances. The data processing has been

started.
The detector system of the ROMASHKA spectrometer was modernized. The HPGe

detector was switched on in coincidence with the NaI scintillation detector and, as à result, the
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Assembling à pneumatic drive for the transport system of the ISPIN
1

facility - UCN neutron source at the BIGR reactor (Arzamas-16).

À.Â.Popov is preparing à cryostat for the U aligned nuclei target 235

to perform measurements on beam 5 at the IBR-30 booster.
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~~~~

T he POL Y A N A set-up on beam 4 of the IBR-30 booster .

~~~~~~

1.Ruskov and × .Konovalov, members of the nuclear fission group, are
tuning equipment for carrying out measurements with à neptunium target.

~~~
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p ar am et er s o f t h e f ac i l i t y w er e e ssen t i a l l y i m p r o v ed . W o r k t o c r eat e à h i g h p r e ssu r e

sp ec tr o m et er f o r t h e r eg i st r at i o n o f g am m a- q u an t a f r o m f i ssi o n f r ag m en t s w a s c ar r i ed o u t o n t h e

b asi s o f t h e H P G e sp ec t r o m et er w i t h B G O an t i - C o m p t o n sh i e l d i n g .

W o r k o n m o d el i n g à u n i q u e ex p er i m e n t f o r d i r ec t m e a su r em en t s o f n eu t r o n - n eu t r o n

sc at ter i n g at t h e B I G R p u l sed r e ac t o r w as c o n d u c t ed w i t h p ar t i c i p at i o n o f sp ec i al i st s f r o m

ÓÑ Ò À , D u b n a an d V N I I E F , A r z am as- 16 .

I n ad d i t i o n , m u c h w o r k h as b een d o n e to i m p r o v e ex p er i m en t al t ec h n i q u e s an d t o c r eat e

à n ew g en er at i o n o f m ea su r i n g e l e c t r o n i c s. T h i s w o r k w as o r i en t at ed t o c o n d u c t i n g ex p eri m en t s

at t h e n ew so u r c e o f r e so n an c e n eu t r o n s, I R E N , w h i c h i s c u r r en t l y u n d er c o n st r u c t i o n . T h e

c h ar ac t er i st i c s o f t h i s so u r c e ( an o r d er o f m ag n i t u d e sh o r ter p u l se d u r at i o n at à t w o t i m e s l ar g er

m ean n eu t r o n fl u x ) w o u l d p er m i t c ar r y i n g o u t ex p er i m en t s o n sh o r t er fl i g h t p at h s an d p er m i t à

c o n si d er ab l e i n c r ease i n t h e e l ec t r o n t r ac t l o ad s ' i n à m aj o r i t y o f ex p er i m en t s.

1 .2 .3 . T H E O R Y

Cluster r adioactivi t v. New possibi lities of discovering the spontaneous cluster
radioactivity of unstable heavy nuclei with consideration for the conditions of obtaining them in
amounts necessary for measurements, were investigated. In 1994, the theoretical prediction of à
new island of cluster radioactivity in the region of À = 140 was conf irmed in the measurements
by à German-Ital ian group in Darmstadt. The recent data are in good agreement with the
corresponding investigations performed by LNR, JINR fol lowing the proposal made by FLNP

theoreticians in 1993.
3~~ é ù , À new theory of nuclear f i ssion induced by resonance neutrons was developed.

The new and suf f iciently natural interpretation of À . Bohr f i ssion channels fol lows from this
theory. The description on the same basis of both P-even and P-odd angular correlations of

f ission fragments has been gained. Part of the predicted new effects found confirmation in the

works performed at FLNP.
ù ï è ù ~ è , Investigations continued of the behavior of ë-meson gas at high

temperatures and densities which arise following col l isions of high energy heavy ions. The pion
spectrum, density, thermodynm ucal potential , entropy and other characteri stics were calculated.
The obtained results permitted, in particular , the temperature characteri stic of the cyral

condensate to be obtained.
Qg 5 , It has been shown that à discrete energy spectrum in an UCN beam can ari se not

only at fast chopping of the beam (the quantum chopper) but also as à result of UCN dif fraction
on à fast moving grating. It was found that à quantum modulator can be used not only for
coherent spl itting of the initial monochromatic beam into à series of waves with dif ferent
energies and wave numbers (quasienergies), but also for the inverse process. The use of à
combination of quantum modulators permits the creation of à new type of device which i s cal led
the time interferometer. The theory of çèñà à device was developed and à brief analysis of the

possibi l ities of using it in fundamental investigations was made.
Work continued on the theoretical investigation of the dynamic refl ection of neutrons,

i .å., of the refl ection of neutrons from an osci l lating potential .
Attempts were made to explain the anomaly of ultracold neutrons by fundamental

reasons. A n assumption was made that the neutron can be described by à non-spreading wave

packet and à reduction of the wave function takes place both in coordinate and momentum
space. It has been also noticed that à particle and its wave function are à non-local obj ect whose
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coordinates and momentum demand exact mathematical determination and can be determined
unambiguously and simultaneously without coming in contradiction with the uncertainty
principle, which appears to have ï î relation to quantum mechanics. In the frame of the
canonical approach, one fai ls to describe anomalous losses. In the frame of the de Broil
representations, à singular wave packet can Úå ascribed to the neutron. In this ñàÿå the anomaly
can be explained by over-barrier leakage. A s à result, the packet width is determined, the future

of the neutron is predicted and the possibi l ity of an experimental verif ication of this prediction i s
hoped for.

The use of the recurrent method developed in FLNP to solve the problem of the
scattering of neutrons and Õ-rays on surface layers shows that contributions to the scattering

intensity from the investigated layer and substrate can be divided analytical ly by introducing à
narrow imaginary gap between them.

1 .3 A P P L I E D R E S E A R C H

In the reported year, in addition to traditional FLNP nuclear methods, such as neutron
activation analysis, scattering of charged particles, etc., the method of neutron diffraction and the
depolarization of polarized neutron beams upon their transmission through the investigated
sample were used to solve applied problems.

Neutron-activation analysis. The program for investigating the ecological situation in
the Tver Region, in the region near Dubna, and in the Kola Peninsula (in regions close to the
nickel smelting plant) and in some regions of Norway by using moss and pine needles as
biomonitors was started in 1993 and continued in 1994. In ecological investigations in Franz
Josef Land, indigenous lichens, samples of fresh snow, firn, melt water, and water from three
lakes were used.

Òî activate these natural monitors, the irradiation channels of the IBR-2 reactor with
cadmium and gadolinium screens were used. The possibility of reliable identification of several
dozens of elements, including ãàãå-earth elements (REE) was demonstrated. For example, 45
elements, including 10 REE were identified in the DK-1 moss. Important results were obtained

which would allow us to follow changes in the ecological situation in the investigated areas and
give recommendations on regulating the industrial activity.

The NAA method was used for nuclear, physical and chemical monitoring of water
ecosystems. The investigations were carried out in the Oka River basin together with the
Institute of the Lithosphere of the Earth, RAS. The results indicated the existence of
geochemical and biochemical anomalies in the investigated region.

Òî determine the element composition and quantitative content of microadmixtures, an
analysis of à number of samples of super-pure aluminum produced by the Voronezh plant was

carried out. To solve the question of the degree of Al purification by zone melting, samples
made from processed àï ñ) raw aluminum were analyzed. It was established that pollution Úó
aluminum is mainly caused by raw aluminum, because the element compositions of super-pure
and raw aluminum are the same and differ in concentrations only.

Development continued of methods for dyeing topazes from different natural deposits in
the mixed neutron and gamma-fields of the IBR-2 irradiation channels. Results were obtained in

forming dyeing centers of different shades of blue.
Radiation investigations. In the frame of the ATLAS project (CERN) investigations

continued of the radiation resistivity of S-detectors using the fast neutron beams at the IBR-2
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reactor (together with LSHE). The results are used in developing equipment for high energy
physics.

In the reported year, the previous year' s experiment to check the radiation resistivity of

AsGa electronics in fast neutron fields was repeated. The difference was ø the fact that the
repeated experiment was carried out at nitrogen temperatures with the IBR-30 booster, and the
first was conducted at room temperature with the IBR-2. The results of both experiments

coincided. The experiments were performed together with LSHE.
Neutron diffraction. The high resolution achieved at the HRFD Fourier diffractometer

permitted the start of the program for determining internal mechanical stresses ø materials, by
the nondestructive testing method of neutron diffraction, in collaboration with the Saarbrucken
Institute for Nondestructive Testing.

À series of experiments was performed to measure residual stresses in cold-rolled steel

disks (500 mm in diameter and 2.5 mm thick) used in forming bottoms for high pressure gas
tanks. The results were compared with the data obtained by magnetic and acoustic methods. It
was concluded that the neutron diffraction method could provide good calibration for other,
more express methods. Recommendations on the technology of preparing the disks for the
forming process were given to the Manufacturer.

Polar ized neutrons. In the reported year, the depolarization method was applied to
perform nondestructive testing of industrial products for the first time. Fragments of the Ni-
coating from the walls of an internal combustion engine cylinder, whose earlier investigation by
acoustic methods pointed to the presence of inhomogeneities, were examined. The coating scan
by à neutron beam measuring 2õ4 mm confirmed the presence of inhomogeneities (fig.9), and ã

the analysis of the depolarization function led to the conclusion that these inhomogeneities were
related to the character of internal stresses in the Ni layer.
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Fig.9 . T he effect of depolarization of à polarized neutron beam measured on the SP N -1 spectrometer.

T he beam scanned along one of the lines on the surface of the sample of N i-coating from the walls of

the combustion engine cylinder.
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ÑÜàãàåé nar ticles. Investigations were carried out at the EG-5 electrostatic generator.
FLNP, in cooperation with the Electrical and Technical Institute of the Slovak Academy of
Sciences, continued investigations Úó RBS, PIXE, ERD and channeling methods of HTSC films
on different substrates, as well as of films with buffer layers, with the aim of elaborating à
technology for building buffer layers to enable conjunction of incompatible crystal structures of

the film and substrate.
À method of energy analysis following the scattering of helium ions had appeared to Úå

extremely productive in investigating multi-layered structures. The information about the
thickness and composition of each layer could Úå obtained without destroying the investigated
sample. Investigations of metallized coatings with enhanced adhesive properties deposited on
glasses and ceramics by the IBAD method were conducted.

~~~
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